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Dear Southbaltic Friends

Approved projects of the second
call

In the middle of the beautiful, snowy winter, warm news arrived to South Baltic Programme
– 9 projects were approved within the 3rd Call for Proposals. Our area will be enriched by
a virtual laboratory on marine science for school students, environment protection and
forestry entrepreneurs supporting actions as well as cross-border trainings for youth.
.
.
In this issue you will meet Ms Deimante Jankūnaite, Chairperson of the Steering and Monitoring Committees of the South Baltic Programme in the year 2010. We continue our
presentation about the second call projects and share good information from Lithuania –
the Contact Point was established. Finally, you will hear about the news for the 5th Call
for Proposals and find statistics of the approved projects during last Steering Committee
meeting in Palanga.
Enjoy the reading!
The South Baltic Team

6
South Baltic Programme in your
region: Regional Contact Point
in Lithuania established
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ThirdCall for Proposals

Learn more about the
South Baltic area

Third call for proposals: 9 projects approved amounting to 9 821 425,16 EUR (ERDF co-financing)
The Steering Committee of the South Baltic Cross-border
Co-operation Programme 2007 - 2013 held a meeting in
Palanga on 26 January 2010 and decided to approve 9
projects in the framework of the 3rd Call for Proposals.
Projects were approved under the following measures:

Priority Axis 2. Attractiveness and common identity
2.1. Management of the Baltic Sea
environment – 4 projects
2.2. Energy saving and renewable energy – 2 projects
2.4. Local community initiatives – 1 project

Priority Axis 1. Economic competitiveness
1.1. Entrepreneurial development – 1 project
1.2. Integration of higher education
and labour markets – 1 project

The third Call for Proposals of the South Baltic Cross-border
Co-operation Programme 2007-2013 was opened from 15 July 2009
till 30 September 2009.
18 applications were submitted.

Number of approved applications per Measure

1.1

1.1 – 1
1.2 – 1
2.1 – 4
2.2 – 2

2.1
2.4

Project partners per country

DE – 15

DE – 3

1.2

2.4 – 1

Lead Beneficiaries per country

DE

DK – 1

SE

LT – 1

DK – 4

PL

DE

LT – 9

DK

SE – 17

SE – 4

2.1

LT

1

DK

PL – 20

SE

LT
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Interview with Ms Deimante Jankūnaite
Chairperson of the Steering and Monitoring Committees of the South Baltic Programme in the year 2010.
Could you share your
general view about the
South Baltic Programme?
I would say this Programme is not typical
and it is very interesting. Not typical in that
it is the cross-border
cooperation Programme but at the same
time it promotes multilateral co-operation.
Interesting is that it
combines different maritime regions of 5 countries along the
Baltic Sea. Regions are searching for common links, sharing experiences and addressing the problems inherent in the whole region
in the framework of the Programme.
It is gratifying that implementation of the Programme is going
quite smoothly and without major problems. The cross border cooperation is developing and expanding. I would say that we are
fairly satisfied with our Lithuanian partners’ participation in projects
and their contribution to the achievement of Programme’s aims.

How the EU Baltic Sea Region Strategy would affect the South
Baltic Programme and how, in your opinion, is the Programme
prepared for implementation of the Strategy?
EU‘s Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region is a new tool to use money
and other recourses available to improve the region’s future. An
action plan with examples of 80 projects that will lead the way in
meeting 15 interlinked priorities, prepared by the Commission,
gives a framework to be followed, providing people with the certainty that they are building a better Baltic Sea Region.
There is, in general, clear connection between the priorities of the
Programme and the Strategy. Therefore the existence of this Strategy gives new opportunities for projects with local origin but
strategic potential, especially as regards to publicity and information dissemination, follow up activities. In order to raise the awareness among beneficiaries and stakeholders, the Monitoring Committee of the Programme during its last meeting in Palanga decided to take additional actions related to development of the project
ideas, info activities, changes in Programme documents, assessment procedure, etc. in order to better contribute to the overall
objectives of the Strategy. I think this Programme is a good example how to go from “words to actions”.
Could you share your impressions about the recent meeting in
Palanga? Are you satisfied with the results of the meeting?
In particular, both meetings in
Palanga, 2010
Palanga primarily were a challenge
to me, because for the first time I
had to chair such a large audience.
However, I am happy because such
type of Programmes allows us all to
grow together, to hear the opinions
of others, to listen and to discover
what is the best and most
favourable for the benefit of the
Programme. I would say that consensus decision making is not an easy task, but all remain generally happy with the results.
Although there was a real Lithuanian winter of minus 20 degrees
of frost and a great snowstorm raging the Steering Committee
approved 9 projects amounting to 9,8 mln EUR of ERDF co-financing, the Monitoring Committee agreed on measures to prevent the
Programme a-commitment, approved measures for implementation of the EU‘s Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region, decided to
approve budget of Lithuanian Contact Point, to launch the 5th Call
for Proposal from 1 April 2010 and other decisions, no less important for Programme implementation, were taken. Once again, I want
to thank very much Joint Technical Secretariat and Managing
Authority for a good atmosphere and environment at the meeting.

What kind of improvements would you see as necessary for the
further development of the Programme in the future Calls for
Proposals?
The most important thing during the next two years is to take all
possible measures to prevent loss of Programme funds. Since the
Programme so far has not reached the required level of commitment and sufficient spending level, extra efforts and incentives for
short term mobilization of additional new projects seem necessary. Also it is important to create a de-commitment prevention
package and particularly to implement it as it provides special
measures that ensure substantial and sustainable effects. So, special attention will be paid to the upcoming Calls for Proposals.
As the Programme welcomes small, but well developed projects
the aim is to better use the existing framework of the Programme
without deteriorating the present quality approach. I hope that
implementation of the Capacity Building Project that should start
from March 2010 and aims at better mobilization of applications
from local authorities and nongovernmental organizations, will
provide a big support for better project development.
What type of projects you would like to see under the Priorities
of the South Baltic Programme?
I believe that all already approved projects are good examples of
co-operation. A lot of good ideas are collected in the JTS, so special attention of the Programme shall be paid to mobilize existing
ideas and partnerships. I agree that some formats of cross-border
investments within projects could be encouraged for example as
activities having of “pilot” or “missing links” character. As well as
the Programme shall focus more on small-scale and “people to
people” activities. So simplification of application and reporting
procedures in the near future is very important that could increase
interest of such type of projects within this Programme.

Finally, anything else you would like to add?
I would like to wish
For Programme success
For Programme implementing bodies’ optimism
For project partners not to lose enthusiasm and overcome all
challenges arising from implementation of international projects!
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5th Call for Proposals – new possibilities, new challenges
optional for projects approved in the 1st Call Proposals, it is obligatory for projects approved in later Calls for Proposals.
The JTS will contact all Lead Beneficiaries directly and inform
about the new provisions in more detail. Furthermore, a guidance
for partners how to minimize additional pre-financing efforts due
to the prolongation of the reporting periods will be made available
at www.southbaltic.eu .

Simplified Application Form for small-scale projects
The South Baltic Programme simplifies the Application Form for
projects with a total eligible budget of up to 200.000 EUR.
Such projects do not have to define separate components on
“Management and Coordination” and “Communication and dissemination”. Instead, all activities and costs can be integrated
into only one component. The purpose of this change is to
decrease planning efforts in the application phase and simplifying
the reporting process.
A new Application Form will be available with the opening of the
5th Call for Proposals. It will provide an option to define only one
component for projects with a total eligible budget of up to
200.000 EUR.

South Baltic Programme encourages projects with crossborder investments
The Monitoring Committee of South Baltic Programme decided to
further open the Programme to projects that contain small-scale
cross-border investments. Applicants are encouraged to submit
proposals of this kind in the 5th Call for Proposals (1 April 2010
- 21 May 2010).
In accordance with the provisions of the Programme Manual,
cross-border investments within South Baltic Programme projects
can be both of “missing link” or “pilot” character. The thematic
measures 1.3. “Transport accessibility”, 2.1. “Management of the
Baltic Sea Environment” and 2.2. “Energy saving and renewable
energy” appear most appropriate for projects of such kind.
Encouraged are both newly set up projects as well as upgrades of
already running projects by additional cross-border investments.
In both cases, projects have to fill in the usual Application Form,
which will be available in its updated format with the opening of
the 5th Call.
The decision of the Committee included also an administrative
simplification: Financial-economic analysis will be compulsory
only in case of investments of a single value of 500.000 EUR and
more for the 5th Call, compared to 100.000 EUR in previous calls.

Prolongation of reporting periods from 4 to 6 month intervals
South Baltic Programme decided to prolong the reporting periods
from 4 to 6 months intervals. The change will come into force
immediately, starting from the first half year 2010. Whereas it is

photo Karl Heinz Laube

If you want to know more about the new opportunities of the Programme and the application procedure, please do not hesitate to contact the project managers at the JTS or the Contact Point in your region. Further information can also be found in the Programme
Manual as well as the FAQ section of www.southbaltic.eu.
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Project of the second call:
t Catching the future – Business and development exchange in the South Baltic region (CTF)
Programme Measure: 1.1 Entrepreneurial development
Lead beneficiary:

Municipality of Ystad/Sweden

Contact person:

Ulf Pethö, up@ctfsbp.eu

Duration:

36 months

Total budget:

_ 1 376 800 (ERDF contribution _ 985 000)

Partnership:

Eslöv Local Authority/Sweden, Municipality of
Åstorp/Sweden, Municipality of Simrishamn/
Sweden, The Municipality of Walcz/Poland, The

The general objective of the project is to stimulate entrepreneurship in the South Baltic area by creating and benchmarking a pilot
web-based platform, which would promote cross-border networking opportunities between local SMEs from northern Poland and
southern Sweden as well as relevant cross-border business support services by the partner municipalities. The intention is that
the platform will have facilitate the trade exchange and SMEs
cooperation in Skane, Zachodniopomorskie and Pomorskie, and
contribute to market convergence processes between Poland and
Sweden.

Municipality of S∏upsk/Poland, The Municipality
of Koszalin/Poland, The Municipality of L´bork/
Poland, Commune of ˚ukowo/Poland, University
of Gdaƒsk/Poland and as Associated Organisations: Sustainable Business Hub AB/ Sweden,
Swedish-Polish Chamber of Commerce/ Sweden,
Skane inventors workshop/Sweden, ENA Operations AB/Sweden, The Swedish Trade
Council/Sweden, The garden of thought
alliance/Sweden, Polish-American Small Business
Advisory Foundation/Poland, Enterprise “Fair
Play” Ltd./ Poland
Website:

www.ctfsbp.eu

t Development of Innovative Systems through Knowledge Exchange (DISKE)
Programme Measure: 1.1 Entrepreneurial development
The project is built
around science and
technology parks in
the South Baltic
region as places
offering SMEs access to facilities, and the ability to operate close
to other innovation focused businesses. The main objective of the
project is to intensify cross-border relations between innovative
SMEs and to strengthen their economic potential and competitiveness through cooperation of science and technology parks, incubators, local authorities and academia. Project will be realized
through conferences, study visits, training and coaching, trade
fairs, international offices, communication tools such as: website,
springboard, brochures, leaflets and other promotional methods.
The project will result in Investment concept “Future Common
Directions” and formal cross-border agreement.

Lead beneficiary:

The City Commune of Elblàg/ Poland

Contact person:

Agata Prystupa, prystupa@umelblag.pl

Duration:

25 months

Total budget:

_ 1 315 311 (ERDF contribution _ 1 060 610)

Partnership:

Pomeranian Special Economic Zone Ltd/Poland,
Gdynia Innovation Centre/ Poland, Centre of Technology Western Pomerania/ Poland, Videum AB/
Sweden, Business Centre Bornholm/Denmark
and as Associated Organisations: The State
Higher School of Vocational Education/Poland,
Kaliningrad Innovative and Technological Centre/
Russia, Public institution Klaipeda Science and
Technology Park/Lithuania, Office of the Marshal
of Pomorskie Region/Poland, Krinova Science
Park/Sweden, Association of Polish Communes
Euroregion Baltic/Poland.
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Project of the second call:
t Youth Cross-border Cooperation and Communication ( Yc3)
Programme Measure: 2.4 Local community initiatives
These are ingredients that form the content of the project. This
will be realized through networking and meetings containing
themes such as entrepreneurship, equality, mobility and environment.

Yc3 (Youth Cross-border Cooperation and Communication) is a project aiming to
give young people around the
South Baltic Sea an opportunity to influence politicians
on subjects that they are
interested in. The project is
also aiming to be a platform
for networking where young
people can meet to exchange ideas and cooperate with other
young people in the area. The project is started by Youth Board
that consists of youngsters from Sweden, Denmark, Poland, Russia and Lithuania. Youth Board is a part of the political organisation Euroregion Baltic (ERB) and has therefore the opportunity to
influence political issues that are important to young people. To
find out what is important, the project will form an arena for:
r
r
r
r

Lead beneficiary:

Region Blekinge/Sweden

Contact person:

Lisa Andersson, lisa.andersson@regionblekinge.se

Duration:

24 months

Total budget:

_ 478 940 (ERDF contribution _ 362 605)

Partnership:

Regional Council in Kalmar County/Sweden,
Regional Council of Southern Småland/Sweden,
Regional Municipality of Bornholm/Denmark,
Office of the Marshal of the Pomorskie Voivodeship/Poland, Office of the Marshal of the
Warmiƒsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship/ Poland and as
Associated Organisations: Ministry of Education
of Kaliningrad Region/Russia, Association of
Polish Communes Euroregion Baltic/Poland

Participation
Influence
Intercultural dialogue
Cross border cooperation

Website:

www.youthboard.eu

t Baltic active education network for development of people-to-people initiatives (eduPEOPLE)
Programme Measure: 2.4 Local community initiatives
model of education and disseminating of good active education practices by pilot methods and trainings, which will result with size of
knowledge worked out and handed down. Intensifying intercultural
dialogue and improving local societies involvement in people-to-people
initiatives is also an important part of the eduPEOPLE project.

Partners in the project are
two science centres –
EXPERYMENT
Science
Centre from Gdynia and
eXperimentLabbet from
Kalmar, Sweden – institutions active on the field of
active education. Both science centres are implementing the edutainment
(education + entertainment) ideas with their interactive exhibitions and other activities (lectures, workshops, "meetings" with science) for kids, youth and adults.
eduPEOPLE Project aims raising active education awareness in the
South Baltic region on crossborder level, especially among
teachers. Project also aims
increasing
children's
and
youth's interest in science and
increasing status of science
among local societies. The
project has also the purpose of
activating teachers and working out together with them new

Lead beneficiary:

Gdynia Innovation Centre/Poland

Contact person:

Natalia Grzywacz – Leszkowska,
n.grzywacz-leszkowska@gci.gdynia.pl

Duration:

28 months

Total budget:

_ 350 430 (ERDF contribution _ 245 250)

Partnership:

The Energy Agency for Southeast Sweden/Sweden
and as Associated Organisations: City of Kalmar/
Sweden, University of Kalmar/ Sweden, Edu-Group
Damian WiÊniewski/ Poland, "Talents Factory" Foundation/ Poland, The General Higher School of
Humanities "Pomerania" with the seat in Chojnice/
Poland, Gdynia Teacher Training Centre/ Poland,
Pomeranian Association of Educational Managing
Staff/ Poland.

Website:
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South Baltic Programme in your region:
Contact Point Lithuania has been established!

Baltic Sea

1Klaipeda County 2Taurage 3Telsiai Counties
We would like to inform you that Contact Point in Lithuania
for the South Baltic Cross-border Co-operation Programme
2007-2013 is working from the 1st of January 2010.
Contact person in Contact Point for the Programme is
Mr Arūnas Gražulis.
Mr Gražulis is an Adviser on International Relations and Programmes in the Association of Local Authorities in Lithuania.

Contact data:
Arūnas Gražulis
phone: + 370 5 212 2958
e-mail: arunas.grazulis@lsa.lt
Association of Local Authorities in Lithuania
(Lietuvos Savivaldybiu˛ Asociacija)
T. Vrublevskio g. 6
01100 Vilnius
Lithuania

Upcoming Calls for Proposals
The Monitoring Committee of the South Baltic Programme, held in Palanga on 27-28 January 2010, decided on the dates of the upcoming
Calls for Proposals.
The 5th Call for Proposals of the South Baltic Programme will be launched on 1 April 2010 and closed 21 May 2010.
The 6th Call for Proposals of the South Baltic Programme will be held from 21 October 2010 till 17 December 2010.

For more information please visit Programme website www.southbaltic.eu
Notice: the documents related to upcoming Calls will be published in the day of Call’s Announcement on the southbaltic website.
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South Baltic Figures
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South Baltic dictionary
We hope that this small dictionary will help you to quicker find project partners and friends in the South Baltic area countries.
Check our next newsletter for continuation!
ENG

DE

DK

LT

PL

SE

Steering/ Monitoring

Lenkungsausschuss/

Styringskomite/

Begleitausschuss

Overvågningsudvalg

Valdymo Komitetas
Komitet Sterujàcy/
.
Stebesenos Komitetas Monitorujàcy

Styrkommitté/

Committee
Decision

Entscheidung

Beslutning

Sprendimas

Decyzja

Beslut

Chairperson

Vorsitzende(r)

Formand/ordstyrer

Pirmininkas

Przewodniczàcy(a)

Ordförande

Minutes

Protokoll

Referat

Protokolas

Protokó∏

Mötesanteckningar

Information

Information

Information/oplysning

Informacija

Informacja

Information

Fest

.
Vakarelis

Przyj´cie

Fest

.
Ar galečiau prisistatyti? Pozwolisz, ˝e si´

Party

Feier

Övervakningskommitté

May I introduce

Darf ich mich

Må jeg præsentere

myself?

vorstellen?

mig?

Får jag presentera mig?

Mind if I join you?

Darf ich mich zu
Ihnen gesellen?

Må jeg være med?

.
Ar galečiau prisijungti? Mog´ si´ dosiàÊç?

Can I bring you
something to drink?

Darf ich Ihnen etwas
zu trinken bringen?

Kan jeg byde på
noget at drikke?

Gal Jums atnešti ko
nors išgerti?

Czy mog´ ci przynieÊç
coÊ do picia?

Vill du ha någonting
att dricka?

Toast

Trinkspruch

Skål

Tostas

Toast

Skål

przedstawi´?
Är det OK om jag gör
dig sällskap?

South Baltic cuisine Denmark
Frikadelle
"Frikadelle" is an Old Danish national dish from 1648 and the first recipes of this
delicious dish dates back to 1837. The meatballs are made of pure pork – and served
with potatoes – pickled beetroot – sour preserved cucumber and thick brown sauce.
Ingredients

Method

• 1lb lean pork, cut into small cubes
• 1 small onion, peeled and cut
into quarters
• 2 tablespoons plain flour
• a few basil leaves
• salt and pepper
• 1 egg beaten with 2 tablespoons
of milk
• oil for deep frying

r Combine pork and onion in a food
processor until mixture is fine.
r Add the basil and flour.
r Add the egg and milk mix.
r Mix well in the food processor.
r With clean, floured hands, roll into
small balls.
r Heat oil.
r Cook frikadelle until brown.
r Drain on folded kitchen paper.

Contact us
Your opinion is important. We are waiting for your comments and further feedback (email: dominika.butkiewicz@southbaltic.eu)
For further information please visit our website www.southbaltic.eu or feel free to contact our Secretariat:
Joint Technical Secretariat of the South Baltic Programme
Ul. Rzenicka 58, Gdansk, Poland
phone: + 48 58 761 00 30
email: southbaltic@southbaltic.eu
www.southbaltic.eu
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